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Increase pace and
quality of innovation

Less confusion,
better teamwork
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Briefs 
Our   Briefs   module   helps   you   capture   and   define   a   client’s   ambitions,  as well as  the  
 technical   brief, in   the   new   product. This   record   then   drives   the   NPD   process,   whilst  
 capturing   the   considerable   work   and   costs, involved   in   product   development.

Briefs   can   help   develop   both   a   single   item   or   a   range   of   related   products   as   it  
 focuses   on   the client’s   requirements.   Facilities   help   you   log   all   the   related   work   in  
 one   place   giving   you   visibility and   the   ability   to   track   performance.

Capture   and   share   client  
 commercial requirements,  
 deadlines   etc

More insight,
less confusion

�

Tie   the   cost   of   a   brief   back  
 to   the source   clien t

Tech,  sales   and   marketing  
people  can improve  
 understanding   of 
requirements   via   the  
 comment   stream
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Supplier Approval
The   Supplier   Approval   section   is   where   you   can   store   all   the   information   necessary  
 to   evidence your   approval   process   for   the   supply   of   ingredients   from   specific  
 supplier   sites   -   e.g. certificates,   audits,   risk   assessments,   reviews   etc.

A   supplier   approval   record   is   made   against   a   specific   site   and   allows   you   to   capture 
appropriate   information   depending   on   whether   they   supply   ingredients,   packaging,  
 transport   or services.
File   certificates   such   as   BRC,   log risk assessments,   record  site   audits   and   supplier  
 questionnaires   and   track   the   results   of   your reviews.   The   default   setup   is   to  
 automatically   chase   suppliers   for   missing   ingredient specifications   and   SAQs   and  
 you   can   override   this   when   desired.
The   system   has   inbuilt   weekly   reports   and   reminder   functionality   to   alert   you   to  
 upcoming expiries   e.g.   BRC   certificate s  or   risk   assessments.   There   are   plenty   of  
 reports   to   ensure   you   are on   top   of   your   supplier   approval   process.

Less   tedium,  
better   compliance

Less  last month,  
more real time

�

+ “Auto   Chase”   suppliers   for  
 missing docs e.g.   ingredient 
specifications   or   late   SAQs
+ In   built   risk   assessment 
questionnaire

Less confusion,
better teamwork

�

Tie   the   cost   of   a   brief  
 back   to   the source   clien t

“Expiry   Reminders”  
 and   “Weekly Reports”  
 received   via   email
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Non-Conformance
Capture   all   the   information   your   organisation   needs   to   deal   with   a   non-conforming  
 service, product   or   process,   from   one   of   your   suppliers.

The   Non -Conformance   section   of   both   agile:SA   and   agile:NPDtech   helps   you;
+ Log   an   issue,   including   the   uploading   of   any   evidence.
+ Classify   the   type   and   severity   of   the   non -conformance
+ Assign people   responsible   for   managing   the   issue
+ Record   decisions   re   “immediate   corrective   actions”
+ Inform   the   supplier   with   a   single   click
+ Chase   the   supplier   for   any   outstanding   responses   via   the   in-built   chaser
+ Log   the   supplier’s   response,   defining   the   root   cause   and   preventative   actions
+ Verify   the   closure   of   the   issue

A   dedicated   section   of   the   software   contains   the   reports   to   help   you   on   a  
 day - to - day   basis   to manage   outstanding   Issues.

Less   tedium,  
better   compliance

Less  last month,  
more real time

�

Non compliance   letter  
 generator  , linking   seamlessly 
to   one-click   email

More insight,
less confusion

�

Identifies   repeat   offenders  
 e.g. problem   suppliers   and  
ingredients

Automatic   response  
 “chaser”   feature
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Ingredients
Ingredients   are   the   building   blocks   of   “made   products”.   In   a   similar   way   they   are  
 the   building blocks   of   the   functionality   within   the   NPDtech   suite   of   products.

The   Ingredients   section   of   both   agile:SA   and   agile:NPDtech   is   where   you   store  
 information relating   to   each   supplier,   or   potential   supplier,   and   their   supply   chain   for  
 bought   ingredients.
The   system   will   automatically   chase   a   supplier   for   any   missing   documentation,  
 e.g.  ingredient specification   plus   there   is   also   the   facility   to   log   your   requests   for   and  
 receipt   of   samples   in.
Both   inherent   food   safety   risks   and   the   results   of   schedule d  ingredient   risk  
 assessments   are handled   in   a   way   that   is   highly   efficient.
There   is   an   auto - populated   list   of  food   alerts   from   the   FSA   with   a   facility   to   show  
 you   have   read each   alert,   log   any   required   follow-up   actions   and  send  to   alert   your  
 colleagues,   where   relevant.
If   the   recipe   and   nutrition   modules   are   enabled,   then   you   are   also   able   to   log   details  
 about allergens   and   nutritional   values   for   any   given   ingredient.   (N.b.   The   NPDtech  
 system   also handles   made   ingredients   or  sub-recipes).

Less   tedium,  
better   compliance

Less  last month,  
more real time

�

Schedule   and   log   details   of 
ingredient   risk   assessments

Less confusion,
better teamwork

�

Capture   companies  
 involved   in supply   chain

Auto   chase   suppliers   for  
 missing ingredient  
 specification   documents
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Products
The   facilities   in   the   Product s  module   help   from   the   creative   stage   of   product  
 development through   to   moving   into   production.   They   help   the   NPD   and   technical  
 team   take   an   idea   through to   product   launch.

The   system   has   areas   focused   on   both   the   kitchen   team   and   the   technical   team,  
 enabling   them to   log   the   kitchen   instructions   and   associated   information   through   to  
 manufacturing   steps.
A   detailed   recipe   is   used   to   roll-up:   nutrition,   country   of   origin,   cost   to   make   and  
 allergens that   can   automate   creation   of   back   of   pack   labelling.
Embedded   tools   help   product   development   that   initiates   from   a   customer   brief   and  
involves sample   requests.      A   milestone   system   helps   ensure   the   key   stages   are   met  
 on   time   to   achieve a   launch   date.   A   dedicated  specification   sub-module   auto  
 generates   version   controlled specification   documents.

Increase pace and
quality of innovation

Less confusion,
better teamwork

�

Tools   to   help   NPD   and  
 Technical   take product  
 ideas   through   to   launch

Less   tedium,  
better   compliance
Auto   calculate   nutrition,  
 country   of origin,   cost   to  
 make   and   allergens

Integrated   customer   brief,  
 sample and   milestone  
 system

�
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Samples Out
The   Samples   Out   module   allows   you   to   record   requests   from   your   customers   for  
 samples   and helps   you   manage   their   production,   follow   up   for   feedback   and   track  
 success   rates.
The    module   makes   it   easy   for   you   to   capture   comprehensive   details   about;
+ requests   your   clients   make   for   product   samples
+ dispatch   status
+ customers   from   whom   no   response   has   been   received
+ who   is   managing   the   “feedback   chasing”   process
+ if   /   when   /   why   these   requests   lead   to   orders
It   also   helps   you   manage   the   production   of   daily  sample   production   sheets   with   a  
 facility   to   bulk print   the   scaled   kitchen   instructions   and   associated   labels.   The  
 module   also   contains   tools   to create   a   rollup   of   the   ingredients   needed   (or   “shopping  
 list”)   for   the   day’s   kitchen   production.

Increase pace and
quality of innovation

Less confusion,
better teamwork

Less tedium,
better compliance�

�

Radically increase quality, pace and 
levels of feedbacks from clients 
requesting samples

Bulk print labels and 
kitchen instructions for 
the day’s samples

Identify clients who where there is 
a poor return on the investment 
made in this area

Less last month,
more real time�
Auto chase clients 
for feedback
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Specifications
Centralise   technical   data,   with   auto   populated   data   via   ingredient   roll-ups 
 (e.g.   ingredient declaration,   country   of   origin).   Template   based   generation   of   your  
 specification   documents with   version   control.

The   Specification   module   helps   you   create   and   manage   the   technical   details   about  
 your product.   Much   of   the   information   can   be   pre-populated,   or   is   generated   for  
 you,   by   the   system, using   the   product’s   recipe.
Tools   help   with   auto  generation   of   back   of   pack   labelling   and  list   of   allergens   whilst  
 nutritional information   can   be   calculated   via   roll-up   while   you   wait   for   lab   results   (or  
 linked   to   McCance’s standard nutrition database).
A   dedicated   section   allows   multiple   QAS   images   and   details   whilst   the   remainder   of  
 the   system helps   you   collate   general   data   about   chemical,   physical,   micro   and  
 individual   packaging options.   A   template   based   document   generation   system  
 ensures   a   repeatable   standard   format to   the   specification   document,   with   built - in  
 version   control.

Increase pace and
quality of innovation

Less tedium,
better compliance�

Specification   documents  
 with   version control  
 automatically   generated

+ System   generated   data   such  
 as ingredient   declaration,  
 country   of origin
+ Roll-Ups   for   nutrition   and  
 allergens
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Milestones, Tests and Trials
This   module   combines   a   customisable   set   of   time   released   activities   that   help   you  
 launch   a product   on   time  , with   a   dedicated   facility   to   log   results   from   factory   trials,  
 taste panels,   shelf   life   tests   etc.

The   Milestone   module   helps   ensure   you   follow   your   standardised   schedule   for  
 bringing   a product   to   market,   whilst   the   tests   and   trials   module   allows   you   to   capture  
 the   details   of   the various   activities   involved,   logging   the   results   in   a   centralised   store.
The   system   comes   with   a   default   set   of   milestones   but   they   can   adapted   to   match  
 your approach.
Clear   ownership   of   activities   allows   users   to   be   alerted   to   upcoming   deadlines   and  
 tests.

Increase pace and
quality of innovation

More insight,
less confusion�

Email   reminders   for  
 upcoming   NPD tasks

Highlight   products   falling  
 behind schedule

�
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Complaints
The   Complaints   module   helps   you   deal   with   incoming   complaints,   whether   from  
 your   customers or   end   consumers,  allocating ownership   of   related   tasks   to  a 
 named   individual to  manage  appropriate responses.

 The   system   guides   you   through   an   initial   investigation   that   helps   identify   the 
severity.   Different   levels   of   investigation   are   enforced   depending   on   the   allocated  
 severity   with the   most   critical   requiring   root   cause,   corrective   actions   and   follow   up.  
 Tasks   are   clearly allocated   to   specific   users, who are automatically notified.   All  
 communication   with   the   person   making   the   complaint   can   be easily logged. 
Automated emails are also sent to customers and suppliers where appropriate. 

Increase pace and
quality of innovation

Less confusion,
better teamwork

More insight,
less confusion�

�

Identify   weak   signals   from  
 consumers

Identify   common   problem  
 by   product or   process

Allocate   ownership   of   tasks  
 and follow-ups

Less last month,
more real time�
Identify   issues   as  
 they   emerge
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Join agileChilli today
Please give us a call 
on 0117 321 0104  
or email enquiries@agilechilli.com 
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